the dive watch collection

Foreword by Mike Fletcher
It’s impossible to work as a professional diver, and not know who Clive
Cussler is. Every offshore drilling rig, salvage tug or marine construction
site that hires divers, has dog-eared ,coffee stained piles of his books.
The Dirk Pitt character Clive created is one of us, a professional diver
who has taken diving as far as it can go and beyond. Pitt is the ultimate
action dive hero, with a propensity for stopping the bad guys, saving the
world, and always getting the girl. He is the epitome of rugged style,
from the cars he drives to the expensive tequila he drinks, everything,
right down to the distinctive orange face watch he wears.
For years I lived in the shadow of a man who existed only on paper. But
why did he have to be so damned good! Then one day as if through
divine intervention, I found myself doing something Pitt could never do.
Not only did I meet Pitt’s creator Clive Cussler, but we soon became
great pals, working together on the Television Documentary series,” The
Sea Hunters” on a mission to travel the world's oceans, lakes, rivers and
seas in search of true adventures with famous shipwrecks.
Unlike Dirk Pitt I never fight the bad guys, save the world, or get the girl,
but I do have the Orange Faced DOXA Watch. Together that watch and I
have dove pretty much every major body of water on earth, nearly forty
different expeditions and still counting. From Japan to the Arctic from the
Straits of Magellan to the South China Sea, its an incredible ride, filled
with challenges, new discoveries and at times the chance to fill in missing
pages of world history.
Thank You Clive Cussler for inventing Dirk Pitt, and thank you DOXA for
creating my Orange Faced Watch, it has become the symbol of my call
to adventure.
And now I can finally say it; " Eat your heart out Dirk Pitt "

Mike Fletcher
Mike Fletcher
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Foreword by Dr. Clive Cussler
While working as a clerk in a dive shop in Newport Beach, California,
the underwater watch that divers admired the most was the DOXA that
was distributed from the Swiss manufacturer by U.S. Divers in 1968 and
1969. There were silver and black dials but you weren't considered one
of the dive gang if you didn't have the DOXA with the orange dial. When I
left the dive shop, after writing a book on a card table in the rear of the
store when business was slow, the owners, Dirk Spencer, Omar Wood
and Ron Merker were kind enough to present me with a DOXA watch.
Naturally, I picked the orange dial.
Later, after becoming established with the Dirk Pitt series, I began to
describe Pitt as wearing a DOXA dive watch. Little did I know that he'd
launch a trend and DOXA would eventually reproduce the watch. The
first DOXA orange dial watches that were advertised on the market sold
out in a matter of few weeks and are still going strong.
There are other dive watches, some far more expensive, but the DOXA is
still the finest underwater timepiece on the market.
I still wear my old DOXA which runs perfectly above and below water
after thirty-five years.

Clive Cussler
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the 2010 DOXA dive watch collection
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SUB 5000TSeaconqueror
The DOXA SUB 5000T Seaconqueror is designed to meet the needs of both professional divers and
enthusiasts. The Seaconqueror is the latest evolution of the DOXA SUB, and is the most advanced DOXA
SUB ever!
Crafted from a single piece of stainless steel, and water resistant to a depth of 5000 feet (1500 meters),
the 45 mm Seaconqueror is aptly named. The DOXA SUB 5000T is powered by the ETA 2892, and its
standard equipment includes a helium release valve, a ratcheting dive suit extension clasp, and DOXA’s
patented no-decompression dive table bezel (US patent N. 3505808). The SUB 5000T is ready to take
on any challenge you throw at it! DOXA is the Dive Watch Company, and the 5000T is THE DIVE
WATCH!

SUB 5000T
Professional
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SUB 5000TSeaconqueror
Technical Specifications:
Limited Edition
5000 pieces only
Case
Satin brushed solid stainless steel (316L). 45
mm in diameter (excluding crown), 15 mm in
height. Stainless steel screw-down crown. The
5000T Professional is water resistant to a depth
of 5000 feet, and is hand assembled in
Switzerland. Case back is solid-stainless steel,
screw-back, engraved limited edition number
xxxx/5000

Functions
Hours, minutes, seconds, quick set date at 3
o'clock
Hands
Replica of the 1969 hands featuring superior
Superluminova to ensure the best possible
luminosity, as well as DOXA’s iconic “dwarf”
hour hand.

HRV
Helium Release Valve

Bracelet
A more modern look and feel! Solid stainless
steel. The bracelet is attached by screws, NOT
Spring bars to ensure a secure fit! The bracelet
also features a ratcheting wet suit extension,
which allows you to engage the extension with
you thumb and finger - you can do this with the
watch ON YOUR WRIST! 21 mm end pieces,
solid stainless steel end pieces.

Bezel
Unidirectional, constructed of solid stainless
steel. US Navy maximum no decompression
limit times in feet (engraved).

Presentation
DOXA’s world-famous “scuba-bottle”
presentation case made of heavy anodized
aluminum.

Movement
High grade 25 jewel self-winding Swiss made
movement with hacking second function, 42
hours of power reserve. Based on the ETA
2892, decorated by DOXA.

Additional
High quality Bergeon® screwdriver
Warranty
2 year limited warranty

Anti-Shock
Incabloc shock protection

Operating Manual
Included

Crystal
Anti-reflective, scratch resistant domed sapphire
crystal (3mm)

Sharkhunter

Professional

Caribbean
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SUB 5000TPVD
The Sharkhunter Military Edition is made even more durable thanks to its PVD coating.
PVD (Physical Vapor Disposition), is a process where a thin film is applied to enhance the strength and performance
of the stainless steel watch and bracelet, making the Sharkhunter Military edition both beautiful and rugged! The
DOXA SUB 5000T is powered by the ETA 2892, and its standard equipment includes a helium release valve, a
ratcheting dive suit extension clasp, and DOXA’s patented no-decompression dive table bezel (US patent N.
3505808).

Technical Specifications:
Limited Edition
5000 pieces only

Anti-Shock
Incabloc shock protection

Case
PVD treated solid stainless steel (316L) PVD.
The Seaconqueror measures a hearty 45 mm in
diameter (excluding crown), 15 mm in height.
Stainless steel screw-down crown. The 5000T
Sharkhunter Military Edition is water resistant to
a depth of 5000 feet, and is hand assembled in
Switzerland. Case back is solid-stainless steel,
screw-back, engraved limited edition number
xxxx/5000

Functions
Hours, minutes, seconds, quick set date at 3
o'clock

Crystal
Anti-reflective, scratch resistant domed sapphire
crystal (3mm)
HRV
Helium Release Valve
Bezel
PVD treated solid stainless steel. Unidirectional,
constructed of solid stainless steel. US Navy
maximum no decompression limit times in feet
(engraved).
Movement
High grade 25 jewel self-winding Swiss made
movement with hacking second function, 42
hours of power reserve. Based on the ETA
2892, decorated by DOXA.

Hands
Replica of the 1969 hands featuring superior
Superluminova to ensure the best possible
luminosity, as well as DOXA’s iconic “dwarf”
hour hand.
Bracelet
A more modern look and feel! Solid stainless
steel. The bracelet is attached by screws, NOT
Spring bars to ensure a secure fit! The bracelet
also features a ratcheting wet suit extension,
which allows you to engage the extension with
you thumb and finger - you can do this with the
watch ON YOUR WRIST! 21 mm end pieces,
solid stainless steel end pieces.
Presentation
DOXA’s world-famous “scuba-bottle”
presentation case made of heavy anodized
aluminum.
Additional
High quality Bergeon® screwdriver
Warranty
2 year limited warranty
Operating Manual
Included

Military Sharkhunter
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SUB 4000TSafe Dive
DOXA SUB4000T 10 years Anniversary edition, to commemorate the first re-edition of the DOXA SUB300T in
2001, DOXA has released a Limited edition of 500 pieces of a modern interpretation of the classic DOXA SUB, an
evolution of the world's famous dive watch, the DOXA SUB.

Technical Specifications:
Limited Edition
5000 pieces only

Anti-Shock
Incabloc shock protection

Case
Solid stainless steel (316L) PVD.
The SUB 4000T measures a hearty 47 mm in
diameter (including crown, 44mm excluding
crown), 15 mm in height. Stainless steel screwdown crown. The 5000T Sharkhunter Military
Edition is water resistant to a depth of 5000
feet, and is hand assembled in Switzerland.
Case back is solid-stainless steel, screw-back,
engraved limited edition number xxxx/4000

Functions
Hours, minutes, seconds, quick set date at 3
o'clock, Power Reserve indicator

Crystal
Anti-reflective, scratch resistant domed sapphire
crystal (3mm)
HRV
Helium Release Valve
Bezel
PVD treated solid stainless steel. Unidirectional,
constructed of solid stainless steel. US Navy
maximum no decompression limit times in feet
(engraved).
Movement
ETA 2897 - Hours, minutes, central seconds
Ball-bearing self-winding mechanism Date,
corrector Power-reserve indicator. Stop seconds
mechanism, ETACHRON index assembly with
index-assembly corrector 28,800 V/h, 4Hz 21
rubies.
Power reserve: 42 h

Hands
Replica of the 1969 hands featuring superior
Superluminova to ensure the best possible
luminosity, as well as DOXA’s iconic “dwarf”
hour hand.
Bracelet
A more modern look and feel! Solid stainless
steel. The bracelet also features a ratcheting
wet suit extension, which allows you to engage
the extension with you thumb and finger - you
can do this with the watch ON YOUR WRIST!
21 mm end pieces, solid stainless steel end
pieces.
Presentation
DOXA’s world-famous “scuba-bottle”
presentation case made of heavy anodized
aluminum.
Additional
High quality Bergeon® screwdriver
Warranty
2 year limited warranty
Operating Manual
Included

SUB 4000T
Professional

SUB 750TGMT
The DOXA SUB is synonymous with adventure in and out of the water. Of course, the biggest challenge
you might encounter is fighting traffic into work, a particularly tough session on the treadmill at the gym,
or bath time with your kids. But what about when you hit the road? Ironically enough, even with
advances in computer and telecommunications technology, more and more of us have to travel
regularly for work – and if we’re lucky, for pleasure too!
With the DOXA SUB 750T GMT, you can tell the time in three different time zones at once. The majority of
GMT watches will give you two time zones, but with DOXA's innovative rotating 24-hour internal bezel,
you could see the time in Basel, Tokyo and Chicago simultaneously. Along with the normal hour, minute
and second hands, the 750T GMT is equipped with an over-sized “skeleton” 24-hour hand to help
display additional time zones.
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SUB 750TGMT
Technical Specifications:
Limited Edition
1000 pieces only
Case
Satin-brushed, solid stainless steel case, handmilled in Switzerland. 44.70 mm diameter
excluding crown, 14.0 mm height. Screw down
case back, engraved: Limited Edition
XXXX/1000. Water resistant to 750
meters/2460 feet.

Crystal
Anti-reflective, scratch resistant, sapphire crystal
Bezel
Unidirectional, constructed of solid stainless
steel. US Navy maximum no decompression
limit times in feet (engraved).
Movement
High grade self-winding movement (SWISS
MADE). 42 hours of power reserve based on
the ETA 2893-2. Glucydor balance, Nivarox
hairspring. Modified and decorated by DOXA.
Anti-Shock
Incabloc shock protection
Functions
Hours, minutes, seconds, quick-set date, 2nd
and 3rd time zones, no-decompression dive
table bezel

Hands
100% replica of 1967 hands, including dwarf
hour hand. Super Luminova filled markers and
hands. 4th non filled hour hand to display the
2nd and 3rd timezones
Bracelet
Solid stainless steel replica of the original DOXA
SUB bracelet with wet suit extension
Presentation
DOXA’s world-famous “scuba bottle”
presentation case made of heavy anodized
aluminum.

Additional
High quality Bergeon® bracelet screwdriver
included
Warranty2 year limited warranty
Operating Manual
Included

Professional

Sharkhunter

Divingstar

Caribbean
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SUB 1200THRV
the next evelution of the classic DOXA SUB
1n 1969 DOXA released the first helium release valve (HRV) equipped dive watch for sale to the general
public. This legendary watch was known as the SUB 300T Conquistador. In 2010 DOXA pays tribute to
this ground-breaking model with the DOXA SUB 1200T.
Now is your chance to own the legend!
The 1200T combines the look and feel of the original SUB 300T Conquistador, with the high quality and
reliability of a modern DOXA SUB.
At just over 42 mm in diameter, the DOXA SUB 1200T Sharkhunter is the ideal option for those looking
for a more traditional, smaller sized DOXA SUB.
The SUB 1200T Sharkhunter is constructed from a single block of stainless steel, with a depth rating of
1200 meters (3937 feet), and is equipped with an integrated (automatic) helium release valve (HRV).
The 1200T boasts a solid 120-tooth, unidirectional, stainless steel bezel. In addition, the bracelet is
thicker and more substantial than previous versions with solid piece end links. A 100% Swiss-made, selfwinding movement powers the SUB 1200T, and just like the original, DOXA’s patented nodecompression dive table bezel (US Patent N. 3505808) is standard.
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SUB 1200T
Technical Specifications:
Limited Edition
5000 pieces only

Hours, minutes, seconds, quick set date at 3
o'clock

Case
PVD treated solid stainless steel (316L) PVD.
The Seaconqueror measures a hearty 45 mm in
diameter (excluding crown), 15 mm in height.
Stainless steel screw-down crown. The 5000T
Sharkhunter Military Edition is water resistant to
a depth of 5000 feet, and is hand assembled in
Switzerland. Case back is solid-stainless steel,
screw-back, engraved limited edition number
xxxx/5000

Hands
Replica of the 1969 hands featuring superior
Superluminova to ensure the best possible
luminosity, as well as DOXA’s iconic “dwarf”
hour hand.

Crystal
Anti-reflective, scratch resistant domed sapphire
crystal (3mm)
HRV
Helium Release Valve
Bezel
Unidirectional, constructed of solid stainless
steel. US Navy maximum no decompression
limit times in feet (engraved).
Movement
High grade 25 jewel self-winding Swiss made
movement with hacking second function, 42
hours of power reserve. Based on the ETA
2892, decorated by DOXA.
Anti-Shock
Incabloc shock protection
Functions

Bracelet
A more modern look and feel! Solid stainless
steel. The bracelet is attached by screws, NOT
Spring bars to ensure a secure fit! The bracelet
also features a ratcheting wet suit extension,
which allows you to engage the extension with
you thumb and finger - you can do this with the
watch ON YOUR WRIST! 21 mm end pieces,
solid stainless steel end pieces.
Presentation
DOXA’s world-famous “scuba-bottle”
presentation case made of heavy anodized
aluminum.
Additional
High quality Bergeon® screwdriver
Warranty
2 year limited warranty
Operating Manual
Included

Professional

Sharkhunter

Searambler
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SUB 800TiTitanium
MIL-SPEC
As this is the eight Class of SUBs in the DOXA Fleet, we wanted to make this new SUB the toughest and
most durable DOXA SUB yet. There is no “rule book” for this, but perhaps the only organization that
publishes a comprehensive list of such qualifications is the Defense Supply Center Richmond in the
United States. They have outlined these requirements in MIL-PRF-46374G.
Perhaps the most frequent request we have received over the years from our customers is for a titanium
DOXA SUB. And we have responded with the first ever titanium SUB. And titanium is the perfect choice
for a military spec watch owing to its antimagnetic properties, and corrosion resistance. But again, at
DOXA we like to do things a bit differently – so we have utilized a polishing technique which leaves the
titanium more durable and scratch resistant, but also lends it an appearance closer to that of stainless
steel.
Another key element to the military specifications is the readability of the watch in total darkness. The
watch must be readable in total darkness after it has been “stored” in total darkness for a period of eight
hours. More specifically, the illumination of the dial cannot be aided by any “external” force.
Superluminova depends upon an external light source to “charge” its luminosity – but tritium tubes
require no such aid and therefore present the ideal solution! And again – the use of tritium tubes has
been a repeated request from our forum members and customers!
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SUB 800TiTitanium
Technical Specifications:
Limited Edition
500 pieces only
Case
Titanium, 44.7 mm, (excluding crown). Solid
titanium screw-down crown at 3 o’clock. The
SUB 800Ti is water resistant to a depth of 800
meters and is hand assembled in Switzerland.

Crystal
Anti-reflective, scratch resistant, flat sapphire
crystal

Bracelet A more modern look and feel! Sold
titanium. The bracelet is attached by screws,
NOT spring bars to ensure a secure fit! The
bracelet also features a ratcheting wet suit
extension, which allows you to engage the
extension with the watch on your wrist!
Presentation
DOXA’s world-famous “scuba bottle”
presentation case made of heavy anodized
aluminum.

Additional
High quality Bergeon®
bracelet screwdriver included
Bezel
Sold titanium unidirectional bezel. Engraved
with the US Navy maximum no decompression
limit times in feet (NOT METRIC)
Movement
High grade self-winding 25 jewel Swiss-made
movement. 42 hours of power reserve based on
the ETA 2824.
Anti-Shock
Incabloc shock protection
Functions
Hours, minutes, seconds, quick-set date, nodecompression dive table bezel

Hands Dwarf hour hand. Tritium tube markers
and hands.

Warranty
2 year limited warranty
Operating Manual
Included

Sharkhunter

Professional
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SUB
SpecialSeries
Editions

the world’s first orange face dive watch,
often imitated...

SUB 1000TSpecial Edition
Technical Specifications:
Limited Edition
92 pieces only
Case
Satin brushed solid stainless steel (316L).42.70
mm diameter (excluding crown), height 14.60
mm. Water resistant to 1000 meters/3280 feet.
Case Back
Solid steel screw down case back. Engraved with
limited release number xx/92
Crystal
Anti-reflective, scratch resistant, flat sapphire
crystal

Bezel
Unidirectional stainless steel, engraved with the
US Navy non-Decompression table
Movement
High grade 25 jewel self-winding Swiss made
movement with hacking seconds, 28800 beats
per hour, 42 hour power reserved based on the
ETA 2824-2, decorated by DOXA
Anti-Shock
Incabloc shock protection
Functions
Hours, minutes, seconds, quick-set date, nodecompression dive table bezel

Hands
Dwarf hour hand. Tritium tube markers and
hands.
Bracelet
Solid stainless steel replica of the original DOXA
SUB bracelet of 1967, with wetsuit extension.
20mm end pieces
Presentation
DOXA’s world-famous “scuba bottle”
presentation case made of heavy anodized
aluminum.
Warranty
2 year limited warranty
Operating Manual
Included

DOXA has partnered with Project AWARE to
release a limited series of 92 pieces to help benefit
the important work of Project Aware.
The DOXA Project AWARE SUB represents a
special series within the limited edition of the
DOXA SUB 1000T Professional. Only 92 pieces
will be released for sale to commemorate 1992 as
the year that Project AWARE got its start. In
recognition of their tireless commitment, DOXA
will donate a percentage of every sale of this series
to Project AWARE.
Project AWARE has been committed to numerous
conservation initiatives including:
?
Underwater Cleanups and Marine Debris

Prevention
?
Coral Reef Conservation, Monitoring and

Data Collection
?
Shark Education, Reporting and Conservation
?
Improved Management Policies and Marine

Protection Efforts
?
Environmental

Training for Divers and
Education Programs for kids $2,390.00
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SUB 200Special Edition
Women's SUB 200
Spring Cleaning in the Vault…
About three years ago, we were wandering around, down into the “vault” and found several women's
DOXA SUB200s. They were in the most literal sense – NOS (new old stock). New Old Stock also means
“new old components”. So, we are using a new, self-winding ETA movement for smaller watches. The
crystals, a thicker sapphire crystal has been utilized instead of the original mineral crystal, to help resist
scratches and withstand a pressure of 300 atm (300 meters or 1000 feet).
So what's NOS?
The case is the only surviving component of these original NOS watches that retained the high standards
of today's DOXA SUBs. So these we kept, but we updated them with a new ratcheting bezel.

Technical Specifications:
Classic ladies size – 35 mm in diameter, including the crown
Water resistant to 300 meters or 1000 feet
Solid stainless steel case and bracelet
Unidirectional stainless steel bezel, engraved with the US Navy non-Decompression table
Self-winding Swiss movement – ETA 2671
Sapphire crystal
2 year warranty

Time has stood still for 35 years – now the SUB 200T is back!
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